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escape from our hold. So I treated the wound with concen-
trated permanganate and threw xeroform into the open
mouths of the uneasy worms. Within a few days we had the
pleasure of seeing the swarming little brutes stiffen and turn
black, and then they fell for ever from our good Pearl's
back.
As for Number Two, Tuzun had been pulling so hard on
his nose that it bled, and the flies had quickly gathered for
the feast provided. I was not able to dislodge the worms that
gathered as well. But a little later, at the first village we got
to, I went to an old camel-driver for advice. He made me
buy some black pepper and pound it up. With this he filled
up the wound, and in three days it had healed. Peter
thought it praiseworthy of me to go to so much trouble with
the animals every day. He could not realize what joy it was
to feel that I was being really useful about something.
The fifth evening saw us at Endere,, which was just a farm
in the midst of trees near a muddy river. It reminded one
rather of an English park. Far down from there, at a point
where the river disappears in the sand, Sir Aurel Stein had
carried out his extraordinarily interesting excavations at
Niya and Dandan Oilik. Seventeen centuries ago, the Silk
Road ran well to the north of the present trail, through
regions that were then irrigated. The texts which have been
discovered, written in a North Indian language—Kharosthi
—prove that there was important transcontinental traffic in
those days.
On the seventh day, the heat though dry was very trying.
As the hut at our station was beside the river Yartungaz, I
managed to get a bathe, but not until I had made several
vain attempts, for there were steep banks of deep mud
between me and the water.
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